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patient course thy path of duty run;
God nothing does, nor suffers to be done,
But thou wouldst do the same if thou could see
The end of all events as well as He.
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the money to the bank for safe keeping while the pastor must raise his
money as gifts from the people.
A modern pastor is expected to
ened." Others also "spake," and the make more calls than a doctor. He
Lord hearkened. And into the record, is expected to write more articles
went every whispered conspiracy, than the county-seat town editor. He
every word of slander, every false- is called ulpon to solve more family
hood, every cutting remark, every ob- problems than a lawyer. He holds
scene utterance, every foul blas- more personal interviews than a psyphemy.
chiatrist. He must use more salesWhat a noble attribute is the gift manship in soul-winning and enlistof speech! And what finer tribute to ment than is required of a Fuller
the Giver, than to present to the Brush man.
library of heaven, each day, one clean
The pastor of a church must be a
volume — thirty thousand words —
dedicated to His honor! —Charles W. better diplomat than a Congressman,
for the Congressman is content to
Roller in The Northern.
stay elected for fifty-one per cent
of the votes while the pastor must
stay elected one hundred per cent
House or Home
with his deacons or else he will feel
led of God to move to the next county
There's many a Iwuse that is not a home, on account of his wife's health.—The
Though the fabrics be grand and fair;
Baptist Record.

30,000 Words A Day
publisher declares, "If
you are an articulate person, you
A
utter some thirty thousand words
FAMOUS

each day." If these words were (put
in print, they would amount to a fair
sized book a day. These books would,
in a life time, fill a good sized college
library. All these books are from the
same author. All reflect the life and
thoughts of the author, in his own
words. And not a book can be taken
down from the shelves or withdrawn
from circulation.
The thought is a bit frightening.
It emphasizes the fearful responsibility that goes with the gift of speech,
and also the glorious privilege that is
inherent in "speech seasoned with
grace" (Col. 4:6). Man probably has
no greater power for good or for evil
than the power of speech. Job had
the testimony of his friend that his
"words" had k0pt men on their feet—
had kept men from falling (Job 4:4).
What a rebuke to those whose words
have thrown men off their feet—
causing ill will, suspicion, alienation,
broken hearts!
Probably most of us talk too much.
And we seldom realize this until it is
too late. Perhaps this was what the
Psalmist felt, when he exclaimed,
"Set a watch, oh Lord, before my
mouth; keep the door of my lips"
(Psa. 141:3). An elderly colored
woman, much beloved in her community, was asked for her formula
for making and keeping friends.
"Well," she replied, "I stop and taste
my words before I let them pass my
teeth."
"Out of the abundance of the heart
the mouth speaketh" (Matt. 12:34).
Therefore, we read, "keep thine heart
with all diligence, for out of it are the
issues of life" (Prov. 4:23). And
"every idle word that men shall
speak, they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment" (Matt. 12:
36). Men in court have turned pale
upon the introduction of recordings
of their own speech. And souls will
tremble in the judgment, upon finding that every utterance, from the
first wail of infancy till the tongue
was silenced by death, had been noted by the Great Silent Recorder.
Sweeter, to our Lord, than the melody of music, and more important
than the oratory of statesmen or the
proclamations of kings, are the conversations of his children talking together about the things of the Heavenly Father. All is written in His
"book of remembrance" (Mai. 3:16).
"They spake . . . and the Lord heark-

And many a cottage which is no home,
With its walls full of strife and care:
'Tis not the outward that makes the ho'me,
But the spirit that dwelleth there.
A real home is a pilgrim's lent,
Wliere an altar to God is found,
Where His presence sheds its sweet content
And perfume and peace abound,
Where the hearts are knit with the one
intent
That their lives should His praises sound.
A true home on earth is a type below
Of the home in His house of love,
Wliere the nearest ties human hearts can
know
Are the transcripts of ties above,
And the holy affections from Heaven that
flow
Are the springs that its inmates move.
—John Three Sixteen,

Selected.

Modern Pastor's Job Is Big
Assignment
Roland Q. Leavell
ODERN pastors must possess and
use some of all the talents
M
required of all men in all professions
combined.
He must be more of a scholar than
a college professor, for the professor teaches the same books year after
year while the pastor must create and
deliver hundreds of new sermons annually.
He must be more of an organizer
than an industrial superintendent
for industry !pays men to work while
the pastor must build with volunteer
labor.
He must be more of a financier
than a bank cashier for people bring
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" I Will Build My Church"

Editorial
THE

SPIRIT

ND THE Spirit of God moved."
Thus in Genesis 1:2, we are
introduced to the work and ministry
of the Holy Ghost. The manifestations of God in power are revealed to
us in demonstrations by the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit is the "Power of God".
At the time when the Spirit of God
moved, we are told, "the earth was
void and without form, and darkness
covered the face of the deep". A
condition of chaos was everywhere.
The forces of sin and evil had been
successful in completely disrupting
the heavenly order and destroying
the original beauty of a creation that
had come directly from the hand of
God.
The ability of the Holy Spirit to
begin with chaos and accomplish the
miraculous is in evidence here in the
beginning of the Book of Genesis.
Times without number since the beginning, the Holy Spirit has taken
the seemingly hopeless and impossible and, having performed a •miracle, thereby created that which is of
divine worth and usefulness.
The Word of God accurately portrays the chaotic condition of the
heart of man by nature. "And God
saw that the wickedness of man was
great in the earth, and that every
imagination of the thoughts of his
heart was only evil continually"
Genesis 6:5. The repulsiveness of
man's condition is described; "—the
whole head is sick, and the whole
heart faint. From the sole of the
foot even unto the head is no soundness in it; but wounds, and bruises,
and putrifying sores; they have not
been closed neither bound up, neither
mollified with ointment". Isa. 1:5-6.

A

The hopelessness of effecting a
change is portrayed in Jeremiah 13:
23; "Can the Ethiopian change his
skin, or the leopard his spots? then
may ye also do good, that are accustomed to do evil." Jesus said, "The
Son of man is come to seek and to
save that which is lost".
The plight of man as here described is daily being confirmed and augmented by the press, news reports
and radio and television broadcasts.
It is indeed a wondrous thought, that
although the situation is desperate,
it is God that takes the initiative to
create a change in man's heart.
At exactly this level, begins the
ministry of the Holy Spirit with the

OF

GOD

ESUS said to his disciples in very
positive language, "I will build my
Jchurch"
(Mat. 16:18). And further-

more Jesus said, He will not only
life of the individual. The first minis- build His Church, but "The gates of
try of the Spirit is to work with man, hell shall not prevail against it." Let
bring him under conviction and get us constantly bear this fact in mind,
him to see the sad state of affairs in that in spite of a changing world, diwhich he finds himself. Having verse opinion among believers in rebrought man to his senses, the Holy gards to various items of faith and
Ghost urgently pleads that man turn traditions, methods and techniques of
from his sinfulness and hopeless state doing things, and the growing darkto the Cross of Christ for forgive- ness of the world around us, Christ
will build His Church and even hell
ness, eternal life and salvation.
cannot step Him.
Charlotte Elliott understood the
In the seventeenth chapter of John,
truth of how the Holy Spirit works
with the individual when she penned Jesus is just as clear on how He will
the lines of the well known gospel build His Church. "Sanctify them
through thy truth: Thy word is
song:
truth." Jesus further prays, "That
they all may be one; as thou, Father,
Just as I am, without one plea,
art
in me, and I in thee." Two conBut that thy blood was shed for me,
victions I draw from the above stateAnd that Thou bidds't me come to
ments. First, Christ is going to build
Thee,
his church by the impetus and force
O Lamb of God, I come! I come!
of redeemed character. "Sanctify
them
through thy truth . . . that the
Just as I am, poor, wretched, blind;
world may believe." In the second
Sight, riches, healing of the mind,
place, He will build His church
Yea, all I need in Thee to find,
through the graciousness of Chris0 Lamb of God, I come! I come!
tian fellowship. "I in them and
—J.N.H.
thou in me, that they may be
% +*m t
made perfect in one . . . that the
Govern thy lips—As they were world may know." Yes, the world
come to believe and to know Jepalace doors, the king within.—Ed- will
sus Christ by the impetus and force
win Arnold.
of redeemed character and the graciousness of Christian fellowship.
But how can Christian character
Pentecost Emphasis
and fellowship most
effectively
build? Jesus tells us very simply.
It is the intent of the National "And I, if I be lifted up from the
Holiness Association that the minis- earth, will draw all men unto me."
try and work of the Holy Spirit shall "The Son of man must be lifted up."
receive special attention this year. Wle must lift Him up by what we are
By the time this appears in print we in character, by what we do in conwill be in' the season of the year, be- duct and by what we believe in our
tween Easter Sunday and Pentecost. creed. Again Jesus said, "And him
During this seven^week period, edi- that cometh unto me, I will in no wise
tors and their associates together cast out." "But as many as received
with the contributing staffs of holi- him to them gave he power to become
ness papers and journals are encour- the sons of God, even to them that beaged to write, select and publish lieve on his name." Very simple, isn't
articles that exalt the work and it?
ministry of the Holy Spirit.
How did the first century church
It is further urged that pastors build? They did little that was congive special emphasis in their minis- tagious or effective until after Pentetry to this important phase of the cost. When they were all cleansed
work of God. May we walk so hum- from their jealousy, envy, place seekbly and sincerely before God, that it ing, harsh words, impure motives,
would be in the plan of God to give unholy desires and unkind thoughts,
to us as congregations, on Pentecost and when they were all in one accord,
Sunday a new infilling of His Spirit The Holy Spirit was poured out up—that our vision would correspond on them and they were filled with
with His will for us and our hearts the Holy Spirit. After this experiwould be flamed anew to effectively ence they went everywhere exalting
give forth the message of the Gospel. the Christ and witnessing for Christ.
-J.N.H.
(Continued on page six)
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Optimist, Pessimist and
Possumist
Willard D. Price
are three kinds of people in
TandHERE
.the world—optimists, pessimists
possumists.

smoked glasses. The pessimist is not
successful. He does not expect to be.
He would be very much surprised inThe optimist says, "Life moves a- deed if he should happen to make a
long like a song—all is well!" The success of anything. And he blames
pessimist says, "The times are out of his nonsuccess not upon himself, but
joint—all is wrong!" The possumist upon others. He complains that he
is not "appreciated," that he is not
—well—just a moment.
You see, "optimist" comes from the "understood," that he is "kept down"
Latin word meaning "best," "pessi- and he imagines that in some subtle
mist" from the Latin word meaning way "society is conspiring against
"worst." Now look at the word him." He grows almost vain as he
"possumist" and you will notice that thinks that no one has ever had such
it also is a perfectly proper and law- hardship, misfortune and affliction as
abiding Latin derivative, coming himself.
from the Latin word meaning "I
The possumist is a different type.
can!"
He is the man who says, "I don't care
So the possumist is the one who whether I was born under a lucky
says, "No matter whether the way is star or not. I don't care whether
bright or dark, no matter whether fortune smiles or frowns. With God's
the task is easy or hard—I can!" And help I can win anyhow, and I'm going
the Christian possumist says, " 'I can to."
do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me'. With this* great
dynamo behind me, with this immense reservoir of Divine power
back of my life, I can do all things."
Optimism is good but it has its
danger side. We are apt to be so optimistic and gaze so fixedly upon the
white clouds, the blue sky, the stars
—upon the bright things of life—
that we forget all about the dirt at
our feet, the lean dogs or sordid
greed scavengering about us, homes
discordant with suffering, market
places teeming with dishonesty, the
poor stretching out their pleading
hands on all sides, the whole world
crying out for the help that we might
How different the three are from
give, while we contentedly strut
along with our heads in the air, rapt- each other. Here is your pessimist,
ly musing, "What a bright and beau- grouching through a verse from the
pen of Edmund Vance Cook:
tiful world this is!"
There is such a thing as being too
thoroughly well content. We should
be content in God. There are times
when we should be content with what
we possess, but never with what we
are—with ourselves and our own imperfect achievements we should be
forever discontent, forever setting
our standards higher and striving
resolutely on toward nobler and fuller ideals.
Unqualified optimism then is not
sane. Unqualified pessimism is still
worse. We ridicule the visionary
optimist, we hate and despise the
pessimist. He is the man who insists
upon looking at everything through

"This world is but a bubble,don't you know?
It's full of trial and trouble, don't you
know ?
You come to earth to cry you, grow older
and you sigh,
Older still and then—you die—don't you
know?"

And we might imagine the optimist
saying:
"This world's a paradise, don't you know?
It's wonderfidly nice, don't you know?
It's always warm and bright, it's a world
of pure delight,
And everything's just right, don't you
know?"

The possumist rings to a different
key. He says:
"Through summer ease, ah! yes, and wintry
snow,

Through shade and sunshine, onward will
I go;
On, on, through woe and weal, through joy
and grief so real,
The power of Christ alone will win I know."

The optimist sees the doughnut, the
pessimist sees the hole; and while the
optimist and the pessimist are gazing, the one approvingly and the
other disapprovingly, at the doughnut and the hole, the possumist takes
up the doughnut and eats its. The
optimist moons, the pessimist mopes
—it is the possumist that moves
mountains. The optimist has bright
visions, the pessimist has nightmares,
while the possumist is wide awake
anil at work.
Here are three piles of pig iron.
The great steel converter whose mission it is to change pig iron into steel
says to the first pile of pig iron, "Become steel!" The pig iron replies, "I
am quite content to stay as I am. I
think I make very good pig iron. Let
well enough alone. I am an optimist!
I believe everything is for the best—
so I'll remain pig iron and hope for
the best!"
The converter turns to the second
pile of pig iron and says, "Become
steel!" And the second pile answers,
"Isn't it bad enough to be pig iron?
I'm not going to fly from ills I have
to others that I know not of. I'll remain pig iron and hope that nothing
worse befalls me."
And then the converter says to the
third pile of pig iron, "Become steel!"
And it says, "I will," and it goes into
the furnace, passes through the fiery
ordeal, is refined and purified and
comes out steel—the sort of steel of
which we make our watch springs
and delicate edge tools—worth a hundred times as much as mere pig iron.
And still there are so many people
who are willing to remain pig iron
when they might become steel. We
have pig iron merchants, pig iron
farmers, pig iron professors, pig iron
preachers, pig iron church members,
and, oh, so many pig iron people outside of the church who will not
trouble themselves to take the Christian culture which should make them
steel! The challenge of today is, Become steel! Do not be content with
bein.pr a heap of pig iron so long as
there is the faintest opportunity of
becoming an instrument of steel.
Be a possumist. If a rock rises up
before you, roll it away or climb over
it. Do not sit down before it and fold
your hands and smile and expect it
to roll away of its own accord. Do
not sit down before it and weep and
look for it to melt in your tears and
flow gently away. Every obstacle
surmounted means a clearer road a-
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The Need for Vigilance in
Our Religious Life
Aaron
along." This points us very really to
what depths some ministers have
gone.
In other places ministers have substituted "pulpit salve" for the
straight forward preaching of the
URAL churches in America are dy- the gospel. In still other instances
ing at the rate of 1,000 per year. talks and programs have been substiSunday morning church services are tuted for Spirit motivated prayer
attended by 5% of the 'population, meetings. Too often in the past it
and Sunday evening services are at- has happened that the church has
tended by only 2%. At least 30,000 lowered its standard to where the
villages are without a resident pas- membership wanted it to be rather
tor. There are 10,000 villages with- than to lift the church to the standout a church building. More than 27, ards presented in God's Word. We
000,000 youth under 21 receive no need to be careful that we don't lose
religious instruction
whatsoever. sight of the fundamentals of ChrisChurches are dying. Millions of souls tianity. Repentance is still just as
in America are unevangelized. These important as faith in receiving
statements present to us the urgent Christ the Bible way.
need for vigilance in our religious
Ministers do well to obey Acts 20:
life.
Let us think together on the need
Watch Your Voice
for vigilance as it relates itself to our
church leaders and the church itself.
A headline of the January 24, 1952, It is not so much what you suy
As the manner in which you say it;
Harrisburg Evening News read thus:
"Parson Dances in Night Spots to It is not so much the language you
use
Help Church." The article continued,
As the tone in which you convey it.
"The Rev. B., deeply religious and
sincerely devoted to his flock, has
put on his dancing shoes and gone "Come here!" I sharply said,
And the baby cowered mid wept;
back to work in night spots—not for
the glory and acclaim, but to raise "Come here!" I cooed, and he looked
and smiled
money to help his little church
And straight to my lap he crept..

R

head. If you fail today, trust for tomorrow. Energy, backed by perseverance, must win.
Finally, in our life of possumism,
we must look to Christ for strength.
"I can do all things through Christ
which strengtheneth me". It is the
wonderful heart of Christ that has
contained fire and power enough to
spread from nation to nation, from
people to people, and excite and exalt
the heart of humanity throughout the
world. Surely there is enough motive power in this heart to fill our
lives with strength if we will only
accept of the dynamic energy that is
ours for the asking. Let us link our
hand in the hand of the Great Divine,
feeling the pulse of His life through
our own and facing the world with
intrepid courage and untiring zeal,
cry, "I can do all things through
Christ which strengtheneth me"!
—The Epworth Herald

The words may be mild and fair
And the tones may pierce like a
dart,
The words may be soft as the
summer air
And the tone may break the heart.
For words but come from the mind
And grow by study and art,
But the tones leap forth from the inner self
And reveal the state of the heart.
Whether you know it or not—
Whether you mean it or care,
Gentleness, kindness, love, and hate,
Envy, and anger are there.
Then would you quarrels avoid
And in peace and love rejoice?
Keep anger not only out of your
words
But keep it out of your voice.
—Author Unknown.

Stem
28, "Take heed therefore unto yourselves and to all the flock over the
which the Holy Ghost hath made you
overseers, to feed the church of God
which he hath purchased with his
own blood." They shall do well if
they obey the suggestion which Rev.
John Hostetter made in a recent
Evangelical Visitor editorial, that
they don't "minor on majors and major on minors." One reason why
America is not more intensely
religious is because the church
has lost her ability to bring
the gospel compellingly to the people. In yester years people came
to the house of God with fear
and went away with hope; today, in
many cases, they come with fear and
go away without hope. The zeal and
power of the Apostles has gone out of
present-day Christianity. In many
instances the church is hindered and
shackled by man-made traditions. It's
high time for the church to awake
and teach simple Bible salvation and
the rudiments of the faith. Upon the
church today rests a tremendous responsibility. The destiny of the world
is in its hands. One has said, "While
the world is at its worst the church
should be at its best."
We need to be vigilant because the
enemy is alert and active. I Peter
5:8, "Be sober, be vigilant because
your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking
whom he may devour." Satan is always alert to weaken our witness and
spoil our joy. He will attack us whatever our position in grace may be.
If he cannot successfully turn the
Christian from his straight forward
course by coming at him as a roaring
lion, he'll pose as an angel of light.
He'll try the Christian at his weakest
spot. If he can't do any better he'll
have him compromise with the world.
This is one of the points at which the
Christian must be on his guard, because "this world is not a friend to
grace to lead us on to God." In Rom.
12:2 we read, "Be not conformed to
this world but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind." We must
keep ourselves "unspotted from the
world." Too many Christians today
are worldly with the world and saintly with the saints." God help us so
not to be. It has been aptly said,
(Continued on page fourteen)
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Divine Healing
P. J. Wiebe
"i AM the Lord that healeth thee."
I Ex. 15:26.
Fifty years ago we heard a great
deal more about divine healing .than
we do today. Even at that time there
was a great deal of opposition to
this doctrine, and today some people
oppose it. They say that miracles
ceased with the apostles. However,
that is not correct. God intended that
His jpeople should receive the benefit
of the provision He has made unto
the end of time. When Jesus sent out
the seventy, He told them that they
should heal the sick. And James tells
us what to do when we are sick.
(James 5:13-16). That means now as
well as in the old time.
Again, others oppose this doctrine
because Paul writes, "Trophimus
have I left at Miletum sick." II Tim.
4:20. Because Trophimus was sick
they want to throw away the doctrine
of divine healing altogether..
Again, others oppose this doctrine
because we read about Luke the beloved physician. Luke being a physician is no argument against divine
healing. In a number of Scriptures
the beloved physician tells us how
Christ and the apostles healed the
sick. He does not give us one instance where he himself healed or
helped anyone.
In spite of all this opposition, we
find people today who testify that
God has healed them. And we have
very good reason to believe their
testimony. Let us get a few promises from Scripture. "He healeth all
thy diseases." Psa. 103:3. "He sent
His word and healed them." Psa.
107:20 "With His stripes we are
healed." Isa. 53: 5. "Thy health shall
spring forth speedily." Isa. 58:8. "I
will restore health unto thee." Jer.
30:13. "To them that fear my name
shall the sun of righteousness arise
with healing in his wings." Mai. 4:2.
Jesus never turned any one away
that came to Him for healing. He
is the same yesterday, today and forever. (Heb. 13:8).
Some people who are opposed to
divine healing say these. Scriptures
mean spiritual healing. I like to
think that it means both, spiritual
and physical healing. There are some
Scriptures that refer to spiritual
healing. However, there are some
that very definitely refer to 'physical
healing. (Ex. 15:26; Deut. 28.)

Elder V. J. WleUe

When Jesus healed the people He
healed their physical ailments.
By divine healing we mean that
God heals people without medicine
and without an operation. Some people think they must have medicine
all the time, otherwise they do not
feel right. Perhaps they do not realize that they have formed a habit.
Some medicines are habit forming. It
is true, there are certain drugs that
relieve pain, but they do not heal.
Let us see what the Bible says about
medicine. "Thou hast no healing
medicine. Jer. 30:13. "In vain shalt
thou use many medicines; for thou
shalt not be cured." Jer. 46:11.
"When Ephraim saw his sickness and
when Judah saw his wound, then
went Ephraim to the Assyrian and
sent to king Jareb: yet could he not
heal you nor cure you of your
wound." Hosea 5:13.
Luke tells us of a woman who had
spent all her living upon physicians
and was no better. Mark says she
was worse. (Mark 5:25) Jesus healed
her instantly (Luke 8:44) It is the
privilege of every child of God to call
upon Him for help when we are sick.
He has promised to help us. (James
5:16) Let us trust Him for our bodies as well as our souls.
If we expect the Lord to heal us we
should remember it means a close
walk with God, and that we obey His
commandments. (Ex. 15:26).

Moreover, it is reasonable that if
we take the Lord for our healer we
should cooperate with Him in observing the laws of health. In His Word
God has given us a number of regulations and we will find if we obey
them it will be conducive to our
health. God told Israel that they
should rest on the Sabbath day. And
He was very definite about it. His
hired servants and his animals
should rest. "In earing time and in
harvest thou shalt rest." Ex. 20:10;
34;21. Many people today do not
rest in the Sabbath day and then they
wonder why they have such poor
health. Not only should we rest on
the Sabbath day, but we should rest
eight hours out of every twentyfour. If you don't do that, don't expect God to heal you. God complained to Israel, "Ye do your pleasure on
my holy day." Isa. 58. Let us be
careful along these lines and God will
heal us.
Paul says, "Every man that striveth for the mastery is temperate in
all things." I Cor. 9:25. To be temperate means a total abstinence of all
things harmful and a moderate use
of all things needful. Again he says,
"Keep thyself pure." I Tim. 5:22. It
is well known fact that when people
meet with an accident, or have to go
through an operation, they have a
much better chance of getting better,
if they have lived a pure life and abstained from tobacco, strong drink,
etc. Many times young people disobey the laws of health and live such
intemperate lives that they have to
suffer for it in their old age.
In conclusion, I wish to say that I
do not disbelieve in doctors. In fact
we need them. It would be a good
idea if we occasionally go to a doctor
and have him give us a check-up. Often he could give us some advice that
would be very helpful to us to enjoy
better health and to prolong our lives.

I Will Build My Church
(Continued from page three)
Courageously,
freely,
joyfully,
prayerfully and simply they went out
through the gateway of Pentecost under the miracle working power of the
Holy Spirit into miracle working
service. "And the Lord added to the
church daily." In my humble judgment, brethren and sisters, this
would seem to summarize briefly the
proper emphasis and general pattern
of building the church today, which
would bring the most honor to Christ
and the most souls to the knowledge
of saving grace.
—J.F.L.
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The Preacher's Notebook

Brutes or Brethren?
DO NOT know from whose pen this
came, and that doesn't matter so
Imuch.
The impressive thing is that
his pen was dipped in Truth when he
wrote it as you who read will see.
"Communism derives its force
from a simple vision. Other ages
have had great visions. But they have
always been different versions of the
same vision—the vision of God, and
man's relationship to God.
"The Communist vision is man
without God. It is the vision of
man's mind displacing God as the
Creative Intelligence of the world. It
is the vision of man's liberated mind,
by the sole force of its rational intelligence redirecting man's destiny and
organizing man's life and the world.
It has posed in practical form the
most revolutionary question in history: God or man?
"Man without God is just what
Communism says he is—the most intelligent of the animals; that man
without God is a beast, never more
beastly than when he is most intelligent about his beastliness."
Our Guide Book tells us that where
no vision is people perish. Being observant of world events we are informed with horror that where
wrong vision is people perish in numbers and by methods beyond our
powers to comprehend as being attached to that being, called "man",
who was created originally in God's
image and God's likeness, for the
purpose of keeping God's earth in
harmony and order. What meaneth
"depravity" ? We can understand its
deplorable possibilities more clearly
from the newspapers than by reading
explanations by learned theologians.
God told us in Romans I how it
was: vs. 28-31, ". . . as they did not
approve of recognizing God . . . God
gave them up to minds that He did
not approve, to practices that were
improper; because they overflow
with every sort of evil doing, wickedness, greed, and malice; . . . full of
envy, murder . . . deceit; . . . secret
backbiters, open slanderers, hateful
to God, insolent, haughty, boastful,
inventors of new forms of evil, undutiful to parents, conscienceless,
treacherous, with no human love or
pity . . ."(Wins.). We read in the
newspapers and see how it is.
How different that man is who in
union with Christ maketh the Lord

His trust and stay! "For both he
that sanctifieth and they who are
sanctified are all of one: for which
cause He is not ashamed to call them
Brethren"—holy brethren, partakers
of the heavenly calling . . . "partakers
of the Holy Ghost . . . " (Heb. 2:11;
3 : 1 ; 6:4) "partakers of the divine
nature" (II Peter 1:4). What a contrast this is! Among such is—"love,

Glory of the Spring
Thomas H. Gill
The glory of the spring, how sweet!
The newborn life, how glad!
What joy, the happy earth to greet
In new, bright raiment clad!
Divine Renetver, Thee I bless;
I greet Thy going forth;
I love Thee in the loveliness
Of Thy renewed earth.
But oh, these wonders of Thy grace,
These nobler works of Thine,
These marvels sweeter far to trace,
These new births more divine,
This netvborn glow of faith so strong,
This bloom of love so fair,
This newborn ecstacy of song
And fragrancy of prayer!
Creator Spirit, work in me
These wonders sweet of Thine;
Divine Renewer, graciously
Renew this heart of mine.
Still let new life and strength upspring,
Still let new joy be giv'n;
And grant the glad new song to ring
Thro' the new earth and Heav'n.
—The Burning Bush.

joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temperance: against such there is no law."
(Gal. 5:22) How different the
atmosphere where such men are!
How different the world would be
were there enough of such men in it!
Peter speaks of "natural brute
beasts, made to be taken and destroyed, . . . and shall perish in their own
corruption; and shall receive the reward of unrighteousness . . ." (II
Pet. 2:12-13) but he also says,
"Nevertheless we" who are of different vision, have vision of a new
order, "wherein dwelleth righteousness. Wherefore, beloved," since you
have such vision, "be diligent that ye
ma"y be found of Him in peace, without spot and blameless." (II Pet. 3 :
13-14)
Brethren, so let us be.
"FIRE or FIRE?"
Was the subject of a most challenging discourse by the president of
Providence Bible Institute, Howard
W. Ferrin, in "Action" for January.
He is comparing the two "visions."
He said this: "It is possible to have
a blazing sincerity that is built on
error, but a person who cherishes no
great passion in his life is called
"sub-human," for only when a man is
ardently living for something is he
truly human. There is a terrible attraction for the person who is living
out and out for the devil. It strikes
the heart with terror but nevertheless it fascinates. Perhaps one of the
reasons why a Communist makes so
great an appeal to his admirers is
because his heart burns with a vehement devotion to his cause. He wins
converts."
"Spurgeon said, 'If I were asked
what is the most essential quality for
securing success in winning souls to
Christ, I would reply, earnestness.'
Perhaps that is the reason why many
cults are gaining ground. In the
ordinary church, God is hardly expected to do anything. It would
probably shock us if He did. It is
certainly not popular to talk about
conversion. Sin has been sublimated
into self-realization and self expression. Conformity to the world is
considered a mark of good breeding.
The word salvation, is a bit crude
and the cross has been adulterated to
mean nothing but the self-denying
labors by which we save the world.
If our devotion is not dead it is dormant.
"In vain we tune our joyful lays,
In vain we try to rise:
Hosannas languish on our lips
And our devotion dies."
Vance Havner says, "A new atti(Continued on page fourteen)

Evangelical Visitor
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CHURCH

DIRECTORY

AS SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
Permanent Church Headquarters

Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission)
1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.; Telephone—
Harrisburg 26488; Joel Carlson.pastor; Faith
Carlson, Elizabeth Kanode, Beulah Lyons,
Grace Robb.
Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118
feouth Avenue S. E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone—2-3804; Eli Hosteller, pastor, Lydia
Hostetler.
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second
Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE
4-6431; William Rosenberry, pastor, Anna
Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill, E r m a Hoke.
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission)
224 Sixth Street, San Francisco 3, Calif.;
Residence—311 Scott St., San Francisco 17,
Calif.; Harold Paulus, pastor, 313 Scott St.;
Janna Goins, Edith Davidson, Edith Yoder.
Telephone UNderhill 1-4820.
Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow Street, Stowe, Pa.
Telephone —• Pottstown I211J; Cletus and
Catherine Naylor.
Wetland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland, Ontario, Canada; Telephone — 3192;
Earl Bossert, pastor; 268 Potomac St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.; V. Pauline Hess, Anna
Henry.
Toronto Mission: 150 Gamble Avenue, Toronto 6, Ontario. Workers: Myrtle and Ruth
Steckley. Residence: 39 Hopedale Avenue,
Toronto 6, Ontario. Telephone—Riverdale
2152.

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania—Telephone 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary
Africa
Institutions
General Superintendent: Bishop and Mrs.
Arthur M. Climenhaga, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
E. V. Publishing Souse, Nappanee, Indiana,
Matopo
Mission: P. B. 191 T, Bulawayo,
Eld. Erwin W. Thomas, Manager.
Southern Bhodesia, Africa. Rev. and Mrs.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
J. Earl Musser, Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J.
Book, Miss Mary H. Brenaman, Miss Anna
Ira M. Eyster, President.
M. Eyster, Miss Elizabeth H. Engle, Miss
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Dorothy M. Martin, Miss Ruth T. Hunt.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Mtshabezi Mission, Outstations, Hospital: P.
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg,
B. 102 M, Bulawayo, Southern Bhodesia,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
Africa.
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Mission: Miss Annie E. Winger, Miss F .
MeBSiah Orphanage, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa., Sr.
Mabel Frey, Miss Fannie Dongenecker,
Mazie Seese, Matron.
Miss Beth L. Winger.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Chester F .
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Schradley.
Wingert.
Niagara Christian College, Port Erie, North
Hospital: Rev. (Dr.) and Mrs. Alvan E.
Ont., Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.
Thuma, Miss. Rhoda G. Lenhert.
Wanezi Mission, Outstations, Bible School:
The Christian Light Press
p . O. Box 5, Tilabusi, Southern Bhodesia,
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Africa.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. Roy H. Mann, Miss
Mission Pastorates
Main office: Elizabeth town, Pa.
Anna R. Wolgemuth, Miss Florence R.
A complete listing of the
Mission
Hensel.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Outstations, Bible School: Rev. and Mrs. L. P a s t o r a t e s a p p e a r s q u a r t e r l y in the EvanUpland College, Upland, California.
B.
Sider,
Miss
Anna
R.
Engle.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.
gelical Visitor w i t h t h e Missionary
SuppleMacha Mission: P. O. Choma, Northern Bhodesia, Africa. Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Her- ment.
shey, Miss Verda C. Moyer, Mrs. Verna
Ginder, Miss Lula G. Asper, Miss Anna J.
Treasurers of the Church Boards
Graybill.
BADIO BROADCASTS
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Choma, Northern
1600 Kcs.
CHVC,
Niagara
Falls, Ontario
Bhodesia,
Africa.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
David
E.
Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West Mil"Call to Worship Hour"
Climenhaga, Miss Edna E. Lehman, Miss
ton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
Each
Sunday
9:00-9:30
A.M.
Anna L. Kettering.
1380 Kcs.
Brantford, Ontario
Gormley, Ontario.
TTnassigned: P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, South- CKPC,
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Torelgn Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
ern Bhodesia, Africa. Rev. Glenn C. Frey.
Each Sunday 2:00-2:30 P.M.
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Missionaries on Purlough
1230 Kcs.
WMPC, Lapeer, Michigan
Sr. Mary C. Kreider, Campbelltown, Pa.
Treas.: Wm. Charlton, Stevensville, Ont.
First Thursday of every month
Sr. Ethelda Eyer, Third Avenue, Upland,
Home Mission: Dale Ulery, 412 Dakota Ave.,
12:00-1:00 P.M.
California.
Every Tuesday—transcription
Springfield, Ohio; Canadian Treas., Edward
3:00-3:30 P.M.
Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Sr. Emma Rosenberger, 1151 Taylor St., KOCS,
1510 Kcs.
Ontario, California
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa. Detroit 2, Michigan.
"Morning Melodies"
Board of Christian Education: B. E. Thuma,
Each
Sundav
10:00-10:15
A.M.
Bishop and Sr. H. H. Brubaker, Grantham,
800 Kcs.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
Marietta, Pennsylvania, U. S. Treasurer; Pa.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Percy Cassel, Blair, Ontario, Canada, CanRev.
and
Sr.
D.
B.
Hall,
Upland,
California,
Each
Sunday
8:30-9:00
adian Treasurer.
1490 Kcs.
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.
(leave Africa January 24)
Board, for Schools and Colleges: John M.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Rev.
and
Sr.
Bert
Winger,
Grantham,
Pa.
Book, 247 Euclid Place, Upland, California.
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30
(leave Africa February, 1952)
1350 Kcs.
WCBA, Corning, N. Y.
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, NapSr. Anna Steckley, Gormley, Ontario.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
panee, Indiana.
Each
Sunday
8:00-8:30
HOME MISSIONS
Pree Literature and Tract Department: Ray
800 Kcs.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
Rural Missions
"Gospel Words and Music"
Zercher, Nappanee, Indiana.
Allisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines): Telephone
Each
Saturday
12:35-1:00
P.M.
Belief and Service Committee: John H. Hoff—Pulaski 2-8628. John and Ruth Schock,
1110 Kcs.
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
man, Maytown, Pennsylvania.
Ida Lue Hane.
"Gospel
Words
and
Music"
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer, Bloomfield, New Mexico (Brethren in Christ
Each Sunday 2:30-3:00 P.M.
1270 Kcs.
Navajo Mission c/o Blanco Trading Post. WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
Secretary, 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Isaac and Nina Schmucker, Rosa Eyster,
"Gospel "Words and Music"
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Oscar
Each Saturday 12:35-1:00 P.M.
Dorothy Charles, Clara Meyer, Ruth Zercher.
Raser, Sec, 338 6th Ave., Upland, Calif.;
1380 Kcs.
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Mrs. Jacob Hock, Treas., 651 Reservoir St., Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission), WKJG,
"Gospel Words and Music"
R. D. 2, Box 259A: Hollidaysburg, Telephone
Chambersburg, Pa.
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30 A.M.
—Cared for locally.
900 Kcs.
"WAND, Canton, Ohio
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Fairview Station, Ella, Ky. Elam and Helen
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M.
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Dohner, Esther Ebersole.
1570 Kcs.
Quakertown, Pa.
Garlin, Ky. Daniel and Marian Hoover, WBUX,
"Sunday Bible Hour"
Elizabeth
Hess.
India
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M.
Knifley, Ky. Ell and R u t h Christener, Katie WLXW,
1380 Kcs.
Carlisle, Pa.
Rosenberger, Ruby Clapper.
General Superintendent: Elder "William R.
"The Verse of the Day"
Meath
Park
Station
(North
Star
Mission)
Hoke, P. O. Pox 142, Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
Each Sunday 8:15-8:20 A.M.
Saskatchewan, Canada. Arthur and "Verna
1270 Kcs.
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
Acting Superintendent: Elder Charles E.
Heise.
Engle, Saharsa, O. T. Rlwy, Saharsa Dist.,
"The Living Hope Program"
Saxton, Pa. W. O. and Abbie Winger, Viola
Each Saturday 2:00-2:30 P.M.
India.
Miller, Florence Faus.
1430 Kcs.
WVAM, Altoona. Pa.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O. T. Rlwy., Sa- Tillsonburg
(Houghton
Mission), Ontario
"Youth Crusaders Hour"
harsa Dist., India. Elder and Sr. Charles
Canada: Telephone — Glenmeyer 22 - 14;
Each
Sunday
8:30-9:00
A.M.
Engle, Sr. Leora Yoder, Sr. Effie Rohrer,
1260 Kcs.
Eileen Winger, R u t h Keller.
KFGQ, Boone, Iowa
Sr. Shirley Bitner, Sr. Ruth Book.
Frogmore: Alonza Vanatter, Pastor.
"Gospel Hour Broadcast"
Madhipura TMission:
Madhipura,
O.
T.
Rlwy,,
Houghton Center: Basil Long, Pastor,
Sundav 9:00-9:30 A.M.
^;"* India. Elder and Sr. Joseph
Saharsa Dist
Langton, Ontario, Canada.
Thursday 4:15-4:45 P.M.
Smith.
1080 Kcs.
WXRA,
Kenmore, New York
City
Missions
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj via Murli"Music and Meditation"
Buffalo
Mission:
25
Hawley
St.,
Buffalo
13,
ganj, A. Rlwy., Saharsa Dist., India. Elder
7:45-8:00
A.M.
Each
Sunday
N. T.; Telephone GRant 7706: Harry and
and Sr. Arthur Pye, Sr. Erma Hare.
910 Kcs.
WAVL, Apollo, Pennsylvania
Katie Buckwalter, Evelyn Frysinger.
Banmanki Mission: P. O. Banmanki, A. Rlwy.,
"Gospel Words and Music"
Purnea Dist., India. Elder and Sr. Allen Chicago Mission: 6039 Halsted Street, Chicago
Sunday. 5:30-6:00 P.M.
21, Illinois; Telephone—Wentworth 6-7122: WYVE,
Buckwalter, Sr. Beulah Arnold.
1280 Kcs.
Wytheville, Virginia
Carl J. Carlson, pastor, Avas Carlson, Alice
Darjeeling: "Trees," P. O. North Point, Dar"Gospel Words and Music"
Albright, Sara Brubaker, Grace Sider.
jeeling, India. Elder and Sr. A. D. M. Dick.
Sundav, 4:30-5:00 P.M.
Monghyr Mission: Monghyr, E. I. Rlwy, Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
1230 Kcs.
WBPZ, Lock Haven, Pa.
Detroit 26, Michigan: Residence—3986 HumMonghyr Dist., India. No personnel to be
"Good Tidings Hour"
boldt, Detroit 8, Michigan; Telephone—Tyler
stationed here for the time being a t least
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M.
after March 31.
5-1470; H a r r y Hock, pastor; Catherine Hock,
Ruth Delhi, Eva Mae Melhorn.
Elder and Sr. George Paulus: Home address:
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
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Births
BURNS—A daughter, Wilma Mae, came to
bless the home of Wilmer and Viola (Stern)
Burns on February 3, 1952, at Roaring Spring,
Pennsylvania.
BYERS—Bishop and Mrs. Charlie B. Byers,
Chambersburg, Pa., R. 2, announce the birth
of a son, Ivan Ray, born M a r c h l T . 1952.
EBEKSOLE—Martha Elaine was welcomed
J a n u a r v 29, 1952, into the home of Merle and
Doris Ebersole of Martinsburg, Pennsylvania.
EBERSOEE—On March 22, 1952, a daughter,
Brenda Jean, came to bless the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Ebersole of Lebanon, Pa., K. ALEHMAN—Brother and Sister Carl Lehman
of Carlisle, Pa., are happy to announce the
arrival of a daughter, Carla Jo, on December
11, 1951.
LESHEB — Brother and Sister Robert A.
Lesher of Greencastle. Pa., R. 1, became the
happy parents of twin girls, Marlene Kaye
and Charlene Faye on Tuesday, March 4, 1952.
SHEEK—Carol-Lynn Yvonne was welcomed
into the home of Calvry and Lois Wright Sherk
of Stevensville, Ontario, on December 12,
1951. A sister for Cheryl.
SHOPP — Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shopp of
the Carlisle congregation announce the birth
of a daughter, Carolyn Fay, on March 7, 1952.
Mrs. Shopp is the former Mary Thomas.
SOLIEHBEBCtEB — Mr. and Mrs. Avery
Sollenberger of Shippensburg, Pa., are happy
to announce the birth of a baby girl, Judy
Elaine, on March 16, 1952.
STOLE — A son, Michael James, came to
bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Stull
of Carlisle, Pa., on February 7. 1952. Mrs.
Stull is the former Pearl Lehman.
WENGER — Brother and Sister Donald
Wenger of Carlisle. Pa.,. are happy to announce the arrival of Carol Arlene on March
1, 1952. .Sister Wenger is the former F e m e
Lehman.
WENGER — Brother and Sister Eldon
Wenger of Carlisle, Pa., announce the birth
of a son, Keith Lamar, on January 28, 1952.
WHITESEE — Brother and Sister Alfred
Whitesel of the Cedar Springs congregation
announce the birth of a daughter, Nova Jean,
on August 22, 1951. •

Weddings
ESHEEMAN-KATTFFMAN—In the presence
of a small group of friends at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Eshelman. Abilene,
Kansas, brother and sister of the groom and
bride. Miss Martha M. Kauffman of Abilene,
Kansas, and Mr. Alvin L. Eshelman of Upland, California, were united in holy matrimony. The marriage which took place on
March 27, 1952, was performed by Bishop H.
H. Brubaker, assisted by Rev. G. E. Whisler.
IADY-GISH—On Thursday evening, November 1, at eight o'clock, Mary Esther Gish,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David B. Gish of
Upland, California, and Myron L. Lady, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Lady of Abilene,
Kansas, were united in marriage in the Brethren in Christ Church in Upland, California.
Mr. and Mrs. Lady are now residing a t
Abilene, Kansas.

Obituaries
EATXVER—Abram B. Lauver was born in
Perry County. Pa., June 22, 1879 and departed
this life at his home, Hummelstown, R. D.,
Pa., March 16, 1952, aged 72 years, 8 months,
and 23 days.
When a boy, he moved to the vicinity of
Millersburg, Pa. At the age of 16 he was
converted and became a member of the Brethren in Christ Church, remaining faithful unto
death.
Brother Lauver was able to attend services
to the last, attending prayer meeting a few
days before his death.

Announcement from Niagara
Christian College

Love Feasts
Merrill
Carland
Rust
Moretown
Leonard
Detroit
Gladwin

Michigan

New York
Buffalo, 2:30 p.m., Sunday
Ontario
Wainfleet
Rosebank, 2 p.m
Markham, 10 a.m
Frogmore, 2 p.m
Bertie, 10 a.m
Boyle, 2 p.m., Saturday
Nottawa, 10 a.m
Cheapside, 2 p.m
Springvale, 2 p.m

April 19-20
April 26-27
-May 3-4
May 17-18
May 24-25
June 1
June 21-22
May 11
May 17-18
April 19-20
April .19-20
May 3-4
May 3-4
May 10
May 24-25
May 24-25
May 31-June 1

Pennsylvania
Fairland Church, Pa
May 10-11
Pequea, Pa., 1 p.m
May 17-18
Air Hill
May 21-22
Cedar Grove, Pa., 1:30 p.m
May 10-11
Cumberland District, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
May 17-18

He served the church as deacon of the
Free Grace congregation for approximately 35
years.
Surviving are his wife, Fannie Basehore
Lauver; four daughters: Elizabeth, wife of
Rev. Cyrus Landis, Llewellyn, Ruth, wife of
Amos Gantz, Hershey, Frances, wife of Lloyd
Landis, Hummelstown, Alma, wife of Wayne
Ebersole, Palmyra; one son Abram B. Lauver,
Jr., Dalmatia; five grandchildren, 2 greatgrandchildren and one sister, Anna Snyder,
Elizabethtown.
Funeral services were held a t the Palmyra
Brethren in Christ Church, March 20 a t 2 p.m.
Bishop Titus M. Books, assisted by Rev.
Harvey Ebersole and Rev. Simon Bohen officiated. Text, II Timothy 4:6-8. Burial in the
Palmyra cemetery.
HOLTEY — Mrs. Florence Holtry of Roxbury. Pa., was born June 17, 1888, and died
J a n u a r y 20, 1952, at the Chambersburg, Pa„
hospital.
She is survived by her husband, Clarence
Holtry and two sons, Marion of Shippensburg,
Pa., and John of Roxbury, Pa.
Mrs. Holtry lived her entire life in the
vicinity of Roxbury. She endeared herself to
the Brethren in Christ by her faithful service
in the kitchen in the early years of the Roxbury Holiness Camp.
For the past two years she had been suffering from a lingering illness. But it was only
during her last hours at the hospital that
she professed a definite hope of eternal life
through the blood of Jesus. We trust that she
was indeed a brand snatched from the burning.
Funeral services held at the Barbour Funeral Home in Shippensburg conducted by
Elder David H. Wenger, Jr., assisted by Elder
William Rosenberry. Interment was made in
the cemetery at Roxbury.
WINGER—Albion Winger of Stevensville,
Ontario, passed away on February 2, 1952,
after a lingering illness a t the age of 62
years, 4 months, and 18 days. He was the
son of the late Emanuel and Christie Winger.
In 1910 he was united in marriage to Lizzie
Cline to which were born six children. One
son preceded him in infancy. He leaves to
mourn his departure, his wife, one son and
four daughters: Vincent Winger of Ridgeway.
Mrs. Girvin Sider, Mrs. Edward Savior of
Stevensville, Mrs. Ross Bearss, Mrs. Chester
Riegle of Ridgeway; also nine grandchildren.
One brother, Rev. Milton Winger: two sisters:
Mrs. Melvin Winger of Stevensville. Mrs. Fred
House of Ridgeway. Early in life he was
converted and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church. Although he "was deprived
from church attendance in his later life, his
faith in God was steadfast.
Funeral services were held from the family
residence with further services at the Bertie
Brethren in Christ Church. Services were conducted by Bishop William Charlton, Rev.
James Sider, Rev. Roy Sider. Interment in
adjoining cemetery.

It is with pleasure that the Board
of' Trustees of Niagara Christian
College announces that Bishop H. H.
Brubaker of Grantham, Pa. has accepted the Presidency of our College
to begin with the school year of 1953
-54.
It is well understood, we believe,
that this is no reflection on our retiring President, Bishop Edward Gilmore who has given acceptable service since 1947 but whose many administrative duties in the oversight
of a large district and mission territory- make it imperative for him to be
relieved.
We expect Bro. Brubaker will
bring to the college the same capable
leadership he gave so nobly to the
Rhodesian Mission Field. In reality,
this is just another and important
•phase of mission work.
May God continue to bless our program of Christian Education and
raise up leaders as we need them who
will be staunch in the faith of the
Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.
E. J. Swalm, Chairman of the Board
Safe Arrival
Word has been received of the safe
arrival of Sister Ethel Heisey and
Sister Edna Switzer in Africa on
March 27, 1952 at Capetown.
> m+m 4

Acting Superintendent for Africa
Since Brother Arthur Climenhaga's furlough is due during the
year of 1952, the appointment of an
acting superintendent was necessary.
Brother Roy H. Mann has been appointed to act in this capacity during
the time that Brother Climenhaga
will be on furlough. According to
present tentative plans, Brother
Climenhaga will not be leaving the
African field before the later 'part of
1952 at the earliest, but in consideration of the necessary changes it is
deemed advisable to make this appointment before the African Conference which will be held at Macha during the later part of May and the
early part of June.
Foreign Mission Board
Henry N. Hostetter, Exec. Sec'y
» «•» t
Radio Gospel programs are a blessing to shut-ins, but to a great many
able-bodied people they are just a
poor substitute for church attendance. During a recent church canvass a woman was asked to what religious denomination she belonged.
She replied: "My mother was a Baptist, and my father a Methodist.
Speaking for myself I'm Radio."

.
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Evangelical Visitor
Special Notice

With the Church
In the Homeland
Mt. Pleasant, Rapho District, Pa.
February 3, Sunday, was our Foreign
Missions meeting. Devotions were in charge
of Brother Stephen Heisey. Brother Graybill Wolgemuth introduced our guest speaker for the morning,. Sister Ethel Heisey.
She read for a basis of her remarks, Mark
16:14.
On February 9 a Sunday School Workers' conference was held in the evening.
Devotions were in charge of Brother Henry
Wenger who read II Timothy 2:1-15.
Brother Jesse Dourte spoke on "The Growing Need for Sunday School Work." Sister
Earl Martin, Jr., spoke on "Meeting the
Need Effectively." Brother John S. Bickler
spoke on the theme, "Thorough, Capable
Agents." I'm sure this meeting gave new
courage and light to the workers of our
Sunday School.
On March 2, a Child Dedication Service
was held for the adopted daughter, Nelda
Jean, of Brother and Sister Irvin Forry.
Bishop Henry A. Ginder brought the message. His theme was, "Preserving Our
Children for Christ and the Church."
On March 2, in the afternoon an ordination service was held for Brother and
Sister Robert Lehman. Brother Jacob
Ginder read the opening Scripture found
in I Timothy 3:1-7. Brother Henry Brubaker led in prayer.
Bishop Henry Ginder's message was
taken from II Timothy 3:14. His theme
was, "The Man of God Fit." The first part
of his message was to the minister. He
spoke on four different points; personality,
preparation, pulpit presentation, and pastoral responsibility. The second part was
to the minister's wife. She will have to be
willing to pull with her husband. She will
have to be willing to go away and stay
home extra. The minister's wife will also
have to give others much of her time.
Brother Graybill Wolgemuth assisted in the
ordination.
On March 16 we were pleased to have
with us Brother and Sister Henry Brubaker,
returned missionaries from Africa. The
first speaker, Sister Brubaker, gave us a
general picture of Africa. She read Psalms
2:8. Brother Brubaker gave us an interesting talk. He read a portion from Romans
10. At the close of the service Brother
and Sister Brubaker sang, "Just As I Am"
in the African language.
—A. R. S.
Cheapside, Ontario
"My word shall not return unto me void."
This is one of God's unfailing promises for
His faithful servants. Rev. John Rosenberry, who conducted our three weeks of
revival services, devoted himself to the
"preaching of the Word." And since it
pleases God by the foolishness of preaching
to save those who believe, a number were
saved under the convicting and appealing
messages of truth. Among those saved was
one family of father, mother, daughter and
three sons, and, some for whom we have
long prayed were reclaimed. The interest
and cooperation of the community were
excellent. Some, members of sister churches, who attended regularly, knelt with us
at the altar to pray for seekers, while
others came for a deeper spiritual life.

God has done great things for us in the
congregation as well as in the community,
whereof we are glad. Praise His name!
The outstanding day of these three weeks
was the last Saturday, the day of our
Bible Conference. This climaxed the revival. Along with our evangelist, Rev.
John Rosenberry, we were favored in having as guest speakers, Bishop Luke Keefer
and Rev. A. C. Burkholder who were engaged in revival meetings elsewhere in
Ontario. The spirit of the meeting was
captivating as this trio of Gospel messengers spoke on their assigned subjects.
The fellowship of this day was enriched
by the presense of many visitors from
other districts. Among these were mission
workers from Houghton, Welland and
Buffalo, Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Buckwalter,
Bishop Henry Hostetter, and Rev. and Mrs.
J. N. Hostetter. This was the largest audience the Cheapside congregation has entertained.
On the first Thursday night after the
close of our revival, we had a meeting in
interest of foreign 'missions, with Bishop
H. N. Hostetter as speaker. Brother Hostetter's address was by the showing of
pictures of the African and Indian work
and workers, was made both interesting
and enlightening. The community folk in
attendance spoke very highly of the pictures and also of our mission work they
portrayed.
During the second week of March, Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Willms spent several days
with us. On Monday night Mr. Willms
showed pictures of Korea and addressed a
Youth for Christ meeting in the Selkirk
Town Hall. The hall was filled in spite of
the rainy weather. We were challenged by
his interest in evangelism again on Thursday night as he spoke to us in our prayer
meeting. The Korean pictures were also
shown in the public school in which Harvey
Sider teaches, and Ronald Lofthouse had
invited his Sunday School class to his home
where pictures of dorm life and Korea were
again shown. We hope Mr. and Mrs. Willms
will return to our community again.
There is a growing interest in the work
at Cheapside, especially in the Sunday
School. The work has also been strengthened by the assistance in the ministry of
Ronald Lofthouse and Harvey Sider. They
are now serving a probationary period of
one year. We now are able to "lengthen
our cords and strengthen our stakes."
—E. M. S.
Cedar Springs, Congregation, Pa.
We gratefully acknowledge God's blessing and presence in our work at Cedar
Springs the past year. We have missed
Brother Bohen's presence and help in our
services but we know our loss has been his
eternal gain.
Among some of the important events
have been our missionary contacts. Brother
and Sister Charles Eshelman gave us a
service showing their pictures and telling
of the work in Africa. Outgoing missionaries, Brother and Sister Earl Musser told
of their call to the work in Africa. Also
Sisters Mary Kreider and Martha Kauffman were with us for a service, showing
their pictures. Missionary visits help us to

The Home Mission Board is scheduling a church-wide promotion campaign in the interest of Home Missions. The Navajo Mission is represented by Sister Clara Meyer in all
these services. The Board members
in their respective areas will use
other workers as may be planned.
The itinerary as developed to date
is as follows:
Alvin Burkholder's territory—
March 30-April 4
Carl Stump's territory—
April 6 to 11
Dale Ulery's territory—
April 13 tol8
In Pennsylvania
Montgomery Church—
Sunday A. M.
April 20
Mount Rock
Sunday P. M. April 20
New Guilford
April 21
Mowersville
April 22
Carlisle
April 23
Grantham
April 24
Waynesboro
April 25
Spring Hope
April 26
Martinsburg and Woodbury A. M.
April 27
Cedar Springs
P. M. April 27
Cedar Grove
7:30 P.M., April 28
Coyler
April 29
Granville
April 30
Palmyra (United Zion Church) May 2
Elizabethtown (United Zion Church)
May 3
Akron (United Zion Church) A. M.
May 4
Conoy Church
7:00 P. M. May 4
Messiah Home, Harrisburg
May 5
Pequea Church
May 6
Manheim
May 7
Graterford
May 8
Souderton
May 9
Stowe
May 10
Philadelphia
10:30 A. M. May 11
Lighthouse Chapel
7:00 P. M. May 11
Edward Gilmore's territory May 13 to 25

Reports, goals, and needs of our
Home Mission work will be given in
these meetings.
Every member of the church is
urged to bring every friend of missions to one of these services.
We solicit your prayers for the advancement of the great task of the
church.
The Home Mission Board,
Albert H. Engle, Sec.
become better acquainted with the work
and workers. Pictures do make the work
more realistic.
Brother and Sister Alden M. Long were
ordained to the work of the ministry, July
22, 1951. We wish them God's blessing as
they serve in this great work.
Another event was our tent service and
Daily Vacation Bible School conducted in
August. Brother Paul Wolgemuth from
Centre Hall, Pennsylvania, was our evangelist. God blessed his ministry and a number sought God for salvation and spiritual
help. Brother Fultz of Center County set
up his loud speaker system for us. We
know of some who stopped to listen but
they did not come into the tent. The Bible
School had an enrollment of 107 and the
offering of $72.00 was given for the Navajo
Hospital.
Two new projects were sponsored this
(Continued on page thirteen)
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On The Foreign Field

Elder William Hoke

On Our W a y
N THE midst of the farewells, our
feelings toward the people we were
Ileaving
were similar to those of Paul
when he wrote to the Thessalonians.
"We give thanks to God always for
you all, making mention of you in our
prayers, remembering without ceasing your works of faith and labour of
love, and 'patience of hope in our
Lord Jesus Christ in the sight of God
and our Father." I Thess. 1:2-3
As we listened to the testimonies,
in the last Prayer Service, the evening before we left Barjora, trtily our
hearts were made to rejoice. They
were given by individuals among
whom we had lived and worked for
the past four and one half years.
Needless to say, we rejoiced as we
heard them thank the Lord for His
salvation, and for those who had
come and brought the message. I remember, in particular, one young
man holding up his Bible, and with
much emphasis and feeling, telling
how precious he had found it to foe, as
he read and studied it.
One of the Orphanage boys gave
thanks that when he was sick and
helpless, he was taken in and thus
he was saved from being reared in a
Hindu community. Another thanked
the Lord for saving him and giving
him the desire to be a witness among
the Christians and in the non-Christian communities round about. As
we heard these and other testimonies
truly we believed, "He that had begun a good work within them would
perform it unto the day of Jesus
Christ". Phil. 1:6
Having had prayer, and with feelings we could not find words to express, we gave our final farewells to
the group which had gathered on
Thursday morning and were on our
way to Madhipura, Saharsa and then
on to Bombay.
Our stay in Bombay was 12 days
longer than usual, since we had to
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have yellow fever injections ten days
before we embarked, in order to
travel through Africa. On March 8
we boarded the S. S. Kampala enroute to South Africa. As we came
to the docks and on the ship it hardly
seemed that we were leaving India.
There were only a few English people
but around 1,500 Indians, of all sects
—Hindu, Muslim, Sikh and Parsi
Elfter Glenn Prey
who came aboard with us. Many of
these are going to settle or do
Mtshabezi Mission
Government service in Africa. Thus
far our voyage has been very pleasGlenn Frey
ant.
Our first stop was at Goa. As we
HE SUN is shining brilliantly this
approached the harbor, there high on
warm March day near the end
the hill we saw ancient buildings and
a white cross, which was erected to of the African summer. The day
mark the {place where Vasco de Gama school children have just gone
landed when he came to India. Up frolicking by the open office door on
to this day this area of India is under their way home from the mission
Portuguese rule. Unlike most other school. Likeable, smiling, brightparts of India, it does not have Hindu eyed boys and girls. One can hear
or Muslim communities but the in- them enthusiastically singing their
habitants are Roman Catholics. A African vernacular choruses as well
number of them came aboard also to as English songs during their music
go to Africa and others to Portugal. classes as one goes about the mission
Last Friday we visited a beautiful station.
island, Mahe. Of the ninety-eight
There are 242 pu'pils in the day
islands known as the Seychelles, it is school, housed in three class buildings
the largest. These islands are par- and the church. This school includes
ticularly famous for their coconuts. the first five grades. The children
Thousands of bags were loaded to be come at 6:30 in the morning and
brought to Africa. Another item of leave at 11:30.
interest to us was* that there has
In the boarding school there are
never been known to be a case of
small-pox on these islands. Coming 241 girls in grades 6, 7 and 8. Here,
from India, the land of the sacred along with the regular school subcow, what a contrast to find that no jects, they receive domestic training
cows are allowed on these islands. to enable them to be better future
Only tinned milk is used, supplement- mothers and housekeepers of Africa.
A staff of sixteen African teachers,
ed by the milk from the coconut. .
twelve women and four men, besides
Today we have reached Mombasa. the missionary teachers, have charge
We will be here for several days, of these two schools. The schools
while they unload coconuts. Some present a great opportunity to give
people get off and others come on, these hundreds of souls, "an adequate
etc. Then we will go on down the opportunity to know Jesus Christ as
East Coast of Africa stopping at their Saviour and to become His real
Zanzibar, Dar-es-salaam and on the disciples," as John R. Mott wrote is
24th reach Beira where we will go the task of modern missions. Here
inland to Bulawayo and on to visit day after day nearly 500 young Afriour mission and missionary friends cans are exposed to the truths of
in the Rhodesias.
God's Word and the salvation it proclaims.
Mary H. Hoke

T

Our revival meetings have just
closed. Evangelist Sibanda from
Wanezi brought the messages, two
and sometimes three times a day to
the different groulps. For a number
of mornings he brought messages to
the day school pupils where over one
hundred responded to the invitation.
Each afternoon there were meetings
for the boarding girls, working men
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and all who came from the villages.
Each evening the boarding school
girls and others living on the mission
station met again for service. In the
last two meetings of the day seventyfive responded and remained for
prayer and confession of sins. We
thank God for these and continue to
pray for the many who yet need to
repent and leave God have His way in
their lives.

Evangelical Visitor
in the hospital, recovering from
Program of Annual Sunday
meningitis. The man and his wife
School Convention
are both members of ,the church. On
Wednesday there were two funerals,
to be held at Bertie Brethren in
one for this man and one for a man
Christ Church
who fell off a rock while chasing baStevensville, Ontario
April 26-27, 1952
boons. He was in the hospital a few
Theme:
days before he died from a bad head
THE WORKING SUNDAY SCHOOL
injury. At one, we had a feeling of
Saturday Evening
hope, at the other, one of despair for
7:30 Devotions
the man and the family and friends,
"The Place of Methods in a Sunday
School Program"
as far as we know, are unsaved. They
Jacob G. Kuhns, Grantham, Pa.
had come from a distance away from
"The Sunday School Staff—Qualificathe mission.
tions and Operation"
C. W. Boyer, Dayton, Ohio
The outstation work of the MtshaSunday Morning
bezi circuit is an area of increasing
9:30 Sunday School
opportunity. Fifteen hundred chilClasses—•
dren and adults come to the schools
Primary;
Mary Willms
Intermediate
J. G. Kuhns
during the week and Sunday School
Adults
Peter Willms
and church on Sunday. There are
"The Sunday School Doctor Prethirty schools in the circuit, too many
scribes"
C. W. Boyer
for one man to adequately take care 11:00 "The Sunday School, the Right Arm
of the spiritual needs of these people.
of the Church"
J. G. Kuhns
Sunday Afternoon
More missionaries are needed if we
1:30 Devotions
want to accept the opportunity and
"Children, the Hope of the Church"
challenge of this work.
C. W. Boyer
Secretary's Report
As the Lord reminds you, will you
Reading
Pauline Herr
pray for the various phases of the
"Making the Bible Live for Present
work here at Mtshabezi?
Day Youth"
J. G. Kuhns

The hospital is a busy place these
days. About a week ago a knock
sounded on the door of the doctor's
home. It was three boys who said
that a woman was dying in the river
down beyond the boys quarters. The
doctor was out on an ambulance call,
so we went over to the out-station
superintendent's house to get Brother
Chester Wingert with his pickup.
On the way another boy stopped us
in the darkness and said the women
had gone on up to the hospital. We
continued on to see what was the
trouble. Soon we heard someone calling from the pasture nearby. We
drove in and saw two women, one
sitting on the ground and an older
one holding a small child. We put
them on the pickup and hauled them
on to the hospital. Ten minutes later
A FAMILY WHICH NEEDS YOUR PRAYERS
another baby was born in the delivery room of the new hospital. ReOne day we received the sad news other side picked up his bicycle and
cently the nurse, Sister Lenhert, reported there were seventeen expect- that one of Sokesi's wives had died. waded through with the water up to
ant mothers waiting around the hos- We knew that she had been a fine his knees, so we thought we could do
person and her death caused us to the same. We went through barepital.
feel some of Sokesi's sorrow. How- footed; the teachers were kind
Last evening one of the African ever, in contrast to that depressed enough to make another trip to carry
nurses came down to the doctor's feeling there was' a note of hope and our bicycles across. After putting on
house and reported that the little joy in the thought that the Lord has our shoes and stockings over dirty
girl who has meningitis was dying. been teaching a lesson, and that now feet we started on our way.
We went up to the hospital. The He had freed one of his former servIt was a pleasant ride, following a
little girl's two grandmothers and ants from chains that had bound him narrow path. We passed people walkmother were there by her side and for some years and had caused him ing toward the mission. They informshe did indeed seem near the end. The to be out of church fellowship.
ed us that the path was very bad
nurses removed her from the ward to
•The missionaries had found Sokesi ahead of us, saying we'd find much
another room. Here Brother Thuma to be a good thinker and very sincere mud. We weren't willing to let mud
spoke a few words of comfort and in listening to their words of advice stop us because we wanted to reach
admonition to the unsaved parents urging him to lay aside those things Sokesi's village. We knew they were
and others about the room and pray- that had hindered his working for expecting us. (Sister Ginder had sent
ed with them. This morning the little the Lord. He knew that we were in- word to the village earlier in the
girl was still living. The parents terested in him and were praying for week.) We found deep mud, so we
said they would take her home. him. He always asked us to remember went barefooted again. This time we
Brother Thuma said, "I cannot say him in prayer.
decided we'd face the people that way
you may not but I think it is best
A few weeks ago Sister Ginder, if we didn't find clean water before
that you leave her here where she can Teachers Muchimba and Munkom- reaching the village. When we were
receive care and medicine." They had bwe, and I started out on our bicycles able to mount our bicycles again we
about a five minute consultation and to visit Sokesi and his remaining with tender feet suffered slight dissaid, "We will leave her here." The wife. It was a beautiful Saturday comfort, but not enough to discourlittle girl has since lingered a few morning—we especially appreciated age us.
days and the family has taken her the sunshine since it had rained pracbeing on the way for about
home. She would not eat any more. tically all week. We were in doubt oneAfter
and finding a nice water
To the Africans, a person is dead as to our ability to reach our destin- hole hour
to
wash
our feet and muddy
when this is the case.
ation due to high rivers, but with the shoes, we got all cleaned up to enter
idea that we should see Sokesi and the village.
A man who had so long refused to his
wife while their hearts were tenWhat a welcome we received!
come to the hospital came in over the der, we ventured out.
There was no doubt in our minds
week-end, but he was so far gone that
At the Macha River the water that Sokesi and his wife were in need
he died on Tuesday. His wife is also looked rather deep. A man on the of spiritual help. We had a fine time
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talking to them and they seemed very
desirous of starting out anew in the
Lord's service. He said, "I have no
desire to take more than one wife
again. Twice the Lord has taken my
second wife from me, so I'm going to
be happy now with one only. Even
the old people say I must not take another one. I taught school for nine
years and worked for the Lord, but
then I married two wives and my
heart has not been happy while living
with two. When the rains stop I'm
going to bring my wife to the mission. We want to talk to the missionaries."
While we sat and talked, we heard
the sound of a bicycle approaching
the village. There was Joshua, Sokesi's
best friend. With a hearty greeting,
Joshua was welcomed into the house.
He had come because Sokesi sent a
message telling him we'd be there.
J oshua has been out of church fellowship too because of having had a
second wife. However, he sent the
second wife back to her 'parents last
year, so he now has only his first one.
The Lord had prepared the way beautifully for us and gave us a wonderful opportunity to encourage both
families to again help in the work of
the Church. They need the cjaurch
and the church needs them.
During our visit we were given tea
and ebbwatu, the African's "tea".
Then, as I was becoming concerned
about getting back to the mission to
do some cooKing since that was my
week end job, I said to Sister Ginder,
"Don't you think we should go
home?" Sokesi said, "But you may
not go now; my wife is cooking food
for you." Well, that settled it; we
continued chatting.
A few minutes later the sky began
to darken and rain was nearing. At
this same time mealie meal porridge
and boiled fish were set on the table
before us. What a treat that was!
When we finished eating, we had a
season of prayer with all who were
there, including some neighbors who
had come to greet us. After prayer,
we were unable to start our journey
home because of the rain.
After about twenty minutes of
heavy rain, we started for home
through a drizzle. I was the unfortunate one to fall on the wet, slippery
ground and I got scattered quite badly.
It was still drizzling when we
reached the mission, but we felt that
the experience of the morning was of
great 'profit to us and, we trust, to
Sokesi's home, and the Lord. How
happy we would be to see two of His
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lost sheep restored to the fold! Please
help us in bringing them before the
Lord. My heart rejoices in the privilege that is ours.
In His service,
Anna Graybill
Stones
W. O. Winger
stone by the builders rejected,
TtheHAT
the Bible says, became "Head of
corner." And is it not true on
many occasions? What people deem
of little worth, proves so often most
needed. Peter, quite vocal and tempestous, no doubt felt self sufficient,
but was weak as water till broken on
that stone, "Jesus Christ" the "Rock
of Ages" in whom he was then polished and grounded. Old Peter dead,
the new Peter was fearlessly preaching repentance and salvation in spite
of the jeering, scoffing crowd. Before this he was just an ordinary, or
rather useless man, but became
transformed into a living miracle of
marvelous Holy Ghost power, and
saw thousands added to the Church.
Later victoriously Peter could say,
"Silver and gold have I none"—but,
"in the name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth rise up and walk". Who
would not admire and respect such a
true Christian? Moved by nothing
and so humbly walking with his God,
later he was resting and sleeping so
sweetly without fuss or worry, in
prison chained to, and between two
soldiers, ready to live or die for his
Christ.

In the Homeland
(Continued from page ten)
year. The radio broadcast is conducted each
Sunday over WBPZ Lock Haven from 12:30
to 1:00 p.m. This program known as the
Good Tidings Hour is under the leadership
of our pastor, Bishop Miller, assisted by
the young folks of our congregation. This
broadcast continues during 1952.
The second project was our Youth Conference sponsored by the pastors and
young people of our Tri-County Youth
Fellowship. It proved an inspiration to all
who attended. Bishop Henry Hostetter and
Rev. Joel Carlson were the guest speakers.
—M. B. L.
Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa.
"Let us not be weary in well-doing: for
in 'due season we shall reap, if we faint
not." Galatians 6:9.
March 2. We were glad to have with us
Elder Hess Brubaker from the Granville
congregation who brought to us the morning message from the Book of Malachi.
March 3. Council Meeting convened and
Elder Wilbur Benner was named pastor for
Cedar Grove. We solicit your prayer that
the Holy Spirit's working may not be hindered by any one. There are souls all about
us who need salvation.
March 23. Our bishop, Luke Keefer,
preached for us in the morning service.
Were also glad for the visitors from the
Mennonite church.
March 30. Love offering was given to
our former ministers in appreciation of
their services rendered through the years.
We pray God's blessing upon them in whatever capacity they serve God and the
church.
—E. M. L.

Sermons on Giving

1. The Willing Giver. Abraham in
We know of a large shapely stone the offering of his son. (Gen. 22)
2. The Big Little Giver. The Wirequiring 16 oxen to haul it, being
chosen and placed to protect a water dow who, in giving two mites, gave
tank at a Girls' School. As careless most. (Luke 21:1-4)
3. The Givers Who Were Not Nigdrivers caused water cart wheels to
grind against this stone it just gardly. The Macedonians, who gave
"stood" protecting the tank walls and up to their ability, and beyond. (II
holding the water su'pply intact for Cor. 3:1-5)
4. The Scriptural Giver. David,
that part of the mission. It was
never complaining, nor asking why it who in buying the threshing floor of
was chosen from the mountain side Araunah, would not give to the Lord
for such gruelling treatment. You that which had cost him nothing. (II
say a stone could keep quiet. Dear Sam. 24:18-25)
Readers, so can we, if we are dead to
5. The Unpretentious Giver. The
self as Paul and others were, and as Good Samaritan who made no show.
too few of us are today. If dead, af- (Luke 10:30-37)
ter having done all, we can stand;
6. The Voluntary Giver. Zacchseus,
content in whatever state we are, and the man who did not wait to be asknot asking why singled out for such ed (Luke 19:1-10)
misunderstanding. Yes, count it a
7. The Givers Who Had Nothing
privilege to be made the "goat" if To Give. Peter and John: "Silver
thus we can better lie still, being and gold have I none," but they gave
shaped by the Master's hammer or themselves. (Acts 3:1-11)
chisel for our place in the foundation,
8. The Covetous Givers. Ananias
wall, or to be made a statue of one of and Sapjphira, who held back a part.
the Sages. Just so we can be polish- (Acts 5:1-11)
ed like unto a stone most precious,
9. The Giver Who Did Not Count
yes as lively "Stones" acceptable to The Cost. Mary, who gave gifts of
God by Jesus Christ.
love and appreciation. (John 12:1-9)

Evangelical Visitor
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What type of givers are we? Do
we need to repent and have our
pocket-ibooks converted? The same
Bible that teaches Baptism also
teaches Liberality in Giving. God deserves more than skimmed milk from
the cream of our earnings. —SeL
Brutes or Brethren?
(Continued from page seven)
tude toward separation has sprung
up, and a new technique in dealing
with questionable things has come into vogue. A Gospel is preached in
many quarters that is without offense, and therefore without effect.
Even in conservative circles, a pleasant approach to the matter of worldliness tries to produce a new style of
Christian who can be both the Lord's
sheep and the devil's goat."
Dr. Ferrin suggests that "the
Church started in a flame, but in
many places today is hardly a flicker
from the candlestick. Nor must we
ever forget that the tendency of fire
is to go out. It must be rekindled.
We "must stir up the gift of God that
is in us . . . No wonder the early
church burned its way through the
paganism of ancient Rome. In the
upper room the Holy Spirit came upon them with 'tongues of fire.' They
met fire with fire. This is our only
hope, or else despair."
He states further that the message
of Communism is that of the "manGod." ". . .Man is conceived of as the
'ultimate' in life and in history.
There is no place for God . . . with
him ^everything is horizontal. Man
emerges out of his dark and tragic
past to become a man-God who can
build his own millenium. There is no
kingdom of God; only a kingdom of
man. Salvation lies in the betterment
of man's economic welfare. This is
the banner around which he rallies.
This is the fire that burns within his
breast. And let no one say that the
Communist's passion for social righteousness is altogether evil, or that his
ambition to bring about a classless
world does not have some elements
that call for our admiration. True,
there are weaknesses in his basic assumptions as well as radical evils in
his methods, but there is just enough
good in it to make men believe it is
the 'ultimate' for which they must
strive.
"Therefore we should see clearly
that we cannot meet this crusading
passion . . . by mere argument or by
trying to provide better social conditions than he offers. Contrariwise,
we must make the Communist aware

of another source of truth, and introNote of Thanks
duce him to a vertical dimension of
being. We must confront his manWe wish to thank our many friends who
God with the God-man! He must be so kindly remembered us in prayer and
made to see that there are higher for the cards and letters of sympathy during our recent bereavement. We realized
levels of human life than any he has God's
sustaining strength in a special way.
yet conceived.
—Sarah K. Daveler and family.
"Wlhen the flame of his devotion is
turned toward Christ, He sees that in
Him alone lies the only sure hope of
ever arriving at the goal of human
expectations and hopes in this world,
and more particularly in the world
to come . . . It means that we must
not only be other-worldly minded,
but this worldly minded to the degree
that we are ready to love our neighbor as ourselves. We must meet
Marxist communism with a practical
Christianity. We must meet fire with
fire!"
Thomas Arnold once said, "We are
The Need for Vigilance
living under the dispensation of the
(Continued from page five)
Spirit; in that character God now reveals Himself to His people. He who
does not know God the Holy Ghost that "Worldliness and secret sins
clog the power ducts from God to our
cannot know God at all."
It was Samuel Chadwick who said, souls."
If we don't watch and pray, we're
"When our fathers glowed with fires
headed
for spiritual disaster just as
kindled in the soul" there was something doing that could be both seen surely as the man who drives his car
and heard. He also said, "The power down the road at 60 miles an hour,
to attract is in attractiveness, and it with his eyes closed, is certain to
is useless to advertise the banquet if crash. Jesus said, "Watch and pray
that ye enter not into temptation."
there is nothing to eat."
The world's trend is away from
In the heat of the fires of the Welsh
Revival Evan Roberts wrote what is God. People are laughing at sin.
Each decade finds America knowing
even more true today:
less
and less of the Word of God. A
For the world at last is waking.
recent decision of our Supreme Court
And beneath His spell is breaking
gives encouragement to this ignorInto LIVING
FLAME!
ance.
The wise man says, "Love not
And our glorious Lord is seeking,
Human hearts to rouse from, sleeping, sleep, lest thou come to poverty."
This holds true in the spiritual
Fired with heavenly Flame.
realm as well as in the material
world. We may be sure, however, if
If in utter self-surrender
we
keep on our guard "that death nor
You would work with Christ,
Remember, YOU must get the Flame. life, nor angels, nor principalities,
nor powers, nor things present, nor
things to come, nor height nor
For the sake of bruised and dying
depth, nor any other creature shall
And the lost in darkness lying,
be able to separate us from the love
We must get the Flame.
of God which is in Christ Jesus our
Lord."
For the sake of Christ in glory
Our alertness must take on a posiAnd the spreading of the story,
tive slant as well as the negative. We
We must get the Flame
must do as well as avoid. We have
"a soul to save and fit it for the
O, my soul, for thy refining
skies." To do this we must look well
And thy clearer, brighter shining,
to our devotions to God, and be ever
Do not miss the Flame.
on our guard that we don't relegate
God to a subordinate place. We must
On the Holy Ghost relying,
enthrone him as King of our lives
Simply trusting and not trying,
and love him with all our heart, soul,
You will get the Flame.
and mind.
Men sometimes live for what they
Brothers, let us cease our dreaming,
And while God's flood-tide is stream- can get from each other. Christians
need ever to guard against living for
ing,
what they get from God. To a
We will have the Flame.
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wealthy man whom I know, I said
one day, "Fortune has been with
you." "Yes," said he, "I give a lot
to the church." His statement indicated to me that he was giving mainly that he might receive. Let's serve
God because we" love him, not merely
for the blessing we might receive.
No matter how busy we may become, let's take time to commune
with Him by reading His word and
praying. Time and time again, at an
altar of prayer, I have heard 'people
say, "I lost out because I didn't read
my Bible and pray as much as I
should have." A recent periodical,
stated that the average minister
spends less than five minutes per day
in prayer. How awful when men who
are supposed to lead us in things
spiritual spend so little time contacting the God of heaven! When a
minister or anyone else becomes so
busy that he doesn't have time to
'pray, he is busier than he has any
business to be. "Prayer is to the soul
what breathing is to the body."
"Prayer is the Christian's vital
breath."
Of equal importance with prayer
is Bible reading. No Christian will
make progress as he ought until he
revels in the Word each day. If we
present ourselves to God in full consecration, and give ourselves to Bible
reading and prayer, He will direct
our paths.
All of us who are Christians want
our lives to accomplish the most. To
do this we must put first things first.
We might well pray the words found
on the wall of a missionary guest
room in Sibolga, Sumatra:
Light of eternity—light divine
Into my darkness shine
That the small may appear small
And the great; greatest of all
0 light of eternity shine.
We must be constantly on guard
that we live our lives in the light of
eternity. Special care must be exercised or we will go through life not
really accomplishing anything worthwhile, wasting our time on non-essentials, busy doing good but forgetting the best.
If we aren't careful, part of the
harvest will be lost. If the farmer is
not alert to the ripening of grain and
allows it to become over-ripe before
he harvests, there is a strong possibility that a considerable amount of
grain will be lost. Jesus said, "Lift
up your eyes and look on the fields
for they are White already to harvest." Time is running out on us.
What we do we must do shortly. We
must be alert to snatch souls from
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the burning. The door of opportunity
for evangelism will soon be closed.
Doors have closed in China. They
are still open in Japan. God help us
to go, send, give, and pray for the
advancement of the gospel message.
Let us work while it is day—while
great doors of opportunity are still
ajar. God has called every Christian
to be a soul-winner. Solomon says,
"he that sleepeth in harvest is a son
that causeth shame." God help us
to be awake to the harvest of the
souls of men.
May we guard against anything
that would cause disunity among us,
and thus weaken our witness. Let's
"lock arms" and not "hook horns"
with our fellow-laborers. May we
support every effort for the salvation
of souls by our prayers, our gifts,
and our lives.
Let's be sure that we are winning
some souls to the Saviour. This is
the one thing the devil doesn't want
us to do. He will let us go to prayer
meeting or speak on religious subjects and do many mighty deeds, but
the one thing he doesn't want us to
do is to definitely lead someone to
Christ. This is the one thing Christ
does want us to do.
Perhaps the greatest reason for
watching is found in Jesus' own
words, "Watch therefore for ye know
neither the day nor the hour when
the Son of man cometh." The fact
that Jesus may come at any time and
He will come soon, calls for constant
alertness. One has advised, "Live as
if Christ died yesterday, rose this
morning, and is coming back tomorrow." To the one who is ready, the
second coming of Christ will most
certainly be the grandest of all
events. In reality it will be the
"crowning day." To the one who has
not been vigilant and careful concerning his spiritual life, it will be
the saddest of all days. How careful
then ought we to live so that at His
coming we may "be found of him in
peace without spot and blameless."
His coming is likened to the coming of a thief in the night when we
least expect it. It will be sudden, in
the twinkling of an eye. Think of it!
Jesus will come in a moment. It may
be any moment. It could be this moment. There is no reason why he
could not come even before I have the
sentence finished which I am now
saying. Concerning His coming Jesus said, "Of that day and that hour
knoweth no man, no, not the angels
which are in heaven neither the Son,
but the Father. Take ye heed, watch
and pray for ye know not when the
time is. For the Son of man is as a
man taking a journey who left his

house and gave authority to his servants and to every man his work and
commanded the porter to watch.
Watch ye therefore, for ye know
not when the master of the house
cometh at seven, or at midnight, or at
the cock-crowing, or in the morning:
Lest coming suddenly he find you
sleeping and what I say unto you I
say unto all, Watch!"
(From a Bible Conference Panel Discussion, Messiah College, Febrmry
1952)

News Notes
Bibles and Basketballs
Chicago, ( E / P ) The Taylor University
basketball team is going to Formosa to
play basketball and preach Christ. Ted W.
Engstrom, executive director of Youth for
Christ International, has announced that
the Taylor quintet (third in the nation for
offensive scoring with a record of 21 won
and 4 lost games) will go to Formosa for a
ten-week tour. The trip is in response to a
wire from the Rev. Dick Hillis, YFC leader
in Formosa, asking Engstrom and President Robert A. Cook of YFC to find a good
Christian basketball team which could play
exhibitions with leading Formosa teams
(basketball is the No. 1 sport in Formosa),
and in addition, hold mass evangelism
meetings in the spiritual revival now surging through the island. The high-scoring
team of Taylor University, Upland, Indiana,
was chosen because of its sports record and
its record as an outstanding Christian
school. Coach Don Odle, and Bud Schaeffer,
former Wheaton college star, who is now
studying at 'Fuller Seminary in Pasadena,
will do the preaching, while the students
will sing, play their instruments, and lead
the hymns. Students at Taylor have tabbed
the trip "Venture for Victory" and rallied
behind the team, to raise the needed funds.
Fuller to Speak at YFC World Meet
Belfast, Ireland, ( E / P ) Dr. Charles E.
Fuller, of the Old Fashioned Revival Hour
will be one of the main speakers at the
fifth annual Youth for Christ World Congress on Evangelism, according to a joint
announcement by Dr. Robert A. Cook of
Chicago, YFCI president, and Major Ivan
Neill of Belfast, Ireland, chairman of the
Congress to be held in this city. Dr. Fuller
is well known throughout the British Isles
and in Ireland because of his broadcasts.
He will speak a number of times during
the eight-day meet, slated for August 1017. Also on the speakers' roster is Jim
Vaus, of Los Angeles, California, a convert
of the Billy Graham crusade in Los Angeles
in 1947. About 500 delegates are expected
to come from 40 countries for the congress.
Free Methodists Start Graded Sunday
School Lessons
Winona Lake, Indiana, ( E / P ) Dr. Harold
C Mason, head of the religious education
department, John Wesley Foundation at
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore,
Kentucky, has been named editor for the
new graded Sunday School curriculum of
the Light and Life Press at Winona Lake,
Indiana, suppliers of literature for the Free
Methodist Church of North America. Leaflets and manuals for pupils as well as
teacher's guides are planned for beginner,
primary, junior, and junior high age levels.
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Evangelism is the theme for the lessons as
outlined by a special committee of educators and Sunday School workers in the Free
Methodist Church, and emphasis will also
be placed on the doctrines of the church
with an effort to give the children a comprehension of the entire sweep of the Bible
and of God's plan of salvation through
Christ in both the Old and New Testament.
Problems of Christian living as they affect
youth, alternated with units of intensive
Bible study in the Epistles and Old Testament will make up the course for the
junior high lessons. Publication date for
the new series has not been released as yet
by B. H. Gaddis, publishing agent for the
Light and Life Press.
Seek Chapel in U.S. Capital
( E / P ) A resolution in the House of
Representatives to establish a chapel in
the U. S. Capital for the exclusive use of
the members of Congress has been introduced by Rep. Brooks Hays (D.-Ark.), a
Baptist layman, and is being sponsored
also by Sen. A. S. Monroney (D.-Okla.) In
a joint statement they said, "We believe
there is a long-felt need among members
of Congress for a convenient place in the
Capital where they might retire for prayer."
Jew and the Iron Curtain
( E / P ) It is estimated that there are
about 13 million Jews in the world. Over 2
million are in Russia and well over 500,000
are in Red satellite countries. The 10 million are in various countries throughout
the world. A well-informed writer in the
Times says that immediately the new Jewish State failed to range itself on the side
of the Soviet Union, support from Russia
ceased. It was expedient to help Israel
only as long as it increased British difficulties in the Near East. Present policy is
that the Jews cannot be considered a nation
but must be regarded as a religious sect
and assimilated as quickly as possible. Today, the Russian Jew has no contact with
the rest of the Jewish world community, or
even with Jews in the satellite countries.
"'For the Jews of Eastern Europe the Iron
Curtain seems now to have descended with
the finality of a prison gate."
Wisdom . . . From Babes
( E / P ) A Sunday School superintendent
confessed to his school that he was quite
discouraged and asked for suggestions from
anyone. A little girl handed him a crumpled paper. He opened it and read: "A
supertendent ott to be good, and he ott to
pray, and he ott to read his Bible, and he
ott to love everbody, and he ott not to let
nobody know when he gets discouraged
'cause it don't do nobody no good."
Advance Notice on 1952 Christmas Bundles
The Goodwill Christmas Bundles have
been so helpful in the relief work in recent
years that children, young people and
others will again be asked to contribute
Bundles this year. Bundles will probably
be sent for children in Paraguay, Uruguay,
Germany, Formosa, Japan, Jordan, Prance,
Java and other countries.
Contents of a boy's bundle will be: trousers, shirt, sweater, wash cloth, handkerchief, toy, and bar of soap. Contents of a
girl's bundle will be: dress (or skirt and
blouse), sweater, wash cloth, handkerchief,
toy, and bar of soap. Bundles may be prepared for any age child between 3 and 16
years of age. Items should be new. Fifty
cents in coin will need to accompany each
bundle to pay for the New Testament, and
shipping expenses.
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APRIL 23-27 1952
PRAYER SERVICE . 6:30 a.m. daily
Leader, Rev. Herbert'Frazer, Columbus, Ohio

9:00-ll:UOa.m.
2:00-3:50 p . m .
Thursday-Reports from Holiness Schools and Colleges
Dr. William F. McConn, President Marion College,
BIBLE STUDY 8:00-9:00 a.m.
Marion, Indiana, presiding
Dr. T. M, Anderson, General Evangelist, Church of
Friday-Reports from Holiness Youth Crusades, Dr.
the Nazarene, Wilmore, Kentucky
James DeWeerd, National H.Y.C. Director
DOCTRINAL MESSAGES 11:00-12:00 noon
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE 7:00 p . m .
Thursday-Dr. J. A. Huffman, Pres. Winona Lake
Rev. Orval Butcher, Wesleyan Methodist Church,
Irish Tenor - Dynamic Song Leader - in charge of
School of Theology, Winona Lake, Indiana
music
Friday-Rev. H. K. Sheets, General Secretary Young
Wednesday-Dr. John R. Church, Approved EvangelPeople's Society, Wesleyan Methodist Church,
ist, Methodist Church, Winston Salem, North
Marion, Indiana
Carolina
Saturday- Dr. Harry Jessop, Dean Chicago Evangelistic
Thursday-Dr. Z. T. Johnson, President Asbury College, Wilmore, Kentucky
Institute, University Park, Iowa
Dr. Roy S. Nicholson, General Conference President,
MISSIONARY SERVICES
1:00-2:00 dally
Wesleyan Methodist Church, Syracuse, New York
Inspiring missionary messages by missionaries repreDr. Paul Petticord, President Western Evangelical
senting various denominations and missionary
Seminary, Portland, Oregon
societies
Friday-GREAT YOUTH RALLY
INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGES 4:00-5:00 p . m .
Dr. Russell V. DeLong. Dean Nazarene Theological
Thursday p . m . 3:45-4:30
Seminary, Kansas City, Missouri
Thursday-Dr. C. P. Haggard, President Pacific Bible
Saturday-Bishop Charles V. Fairbairn, Bishop Free
College, Azusa, California
Methodist Church, Mcpherson, Kansas
Friday-Bishop Luke L. Keefer, Brethren in Christ
Sunday-GREAT HOLINFSS RALLY - 2:30 p . m .
Church, Millersburg, Pennsylvania
Dr. T. M. Anderson, General Evangelist, Church of the
Saturday-L. S. Hoover. Evangelist Free Methodist
Nazarene, Wilmore, Kentucky
Church, Tionesta, Pennsylvania
For reservations write: Rev. E. K. Richey, 145 North High Street, Room 707 Brunson Building, Columbus, Ohio

In order that the Bundles may reach the
fields by Christmas, it will be necessary to
send them to the packing centers by
August 1, 1952. In the near future small
leaflets will be distributed to each congregation, giving more detailed instructions,
addresses and packing labels.
Mennonite World Conference
It is expected that about 300 persons
from the United States and Canada will
attend the Fifth Mennonite World Conference to be held at* Basel, Switzerland on
August 10 to 15. In connection with the
Conference, a number of tours are being
arranged to enable delegates and others to
visit Mennonite communities, Mennonite
relief projects, and other places of interest
in Europe and in the Middle East. For
many of these people this is the first experience in visiting these places.
Recently it was emphasized that the purpose of the Conference is not travel or
touring, even though enriching these experiences may be. The Conference is to be
a time of spiritual meditation, fellowship,
worship and study. The theme is to be
"The Church of Christ and Her Commission." Congregations from 'which the
delegates and visitors will come, and others
interested in the Conference, are urged to
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pray that the spiritual tone of the Conference might be predominent.
Delegates, visitors and others will find it
very helpful to have at hand a copy of the
complete proceedings of the Fourth Mennonite World Conference held in the United
States in 1948. Copies are available from
the Mennonite Central Committee, Akron,
Pa. for $2.00 each.
Summer Service Openings
All additional persons interested in MCC
Summer Service should make application
immediately. Assignments to units will be
made about April 15. Additional applicants
are needed in units serving migrants, dependent children, and mental hospital
patients.
A letter from the Home Missions Council offers the opportunity to open a new
summer unit among migrant workers in
the northern mid-west area, which can be
undertaken only if concerned people are
available.
Available young men are encouraged to
consider Summer Service in spite of the
draft uncertainty. With delays in the actual
drafting of CO's, men may be able to finish
this summer "plus" term before being called, particularly those in the lower or middle
part of the draft age group.
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